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Upcoming Challenge for High-Luminosity LHC
●
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Enormous leap in data volume and computing requirements
Next few years are crucial to prepare HEP software for Run 3 and beyond
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Slide from “Geant4 Strategy for HL-LHC” (https://indico.cern.ch/event/754735)
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The GeantV Project
●

Started early in the last decade, ended last year
○
○

●

Project aim was to better exploit hardware parallelism for simulation
○
○

●
●

Re-Thinking Particle Transport in the Many-Core Era (CHEP 2012)
GeantV: Results from the prototype of concurrent vector particle transport simulation in HEP
Use SSE4/AVX2/AVX512 on x86_64, support many-core Intel® Xeon Phi™ co-processors
Research on GPU particle transport prototype with CUDA

Many good ideas to start with, but big challenges to implement for the simulation workﬂow
Hardware landscape in Q2 2014

Intel® Xeon Phi™

Intel® Xeon Phi™
57-61 cores / 36MB cache

Intel® Xeon™ E7 v2
15 cores / 37 MB cache

Nvidia Tesla K80
4992 CUDA cores, 24GB
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Intel® Xeon Phi™

discontinued

AMD EPYC 7742
64 cores / 256MB cache

Intel® Xeon™ Platinum
56 cores / 77MB cache

Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000
4608 CUDA cores, 48GB
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Big Investment in SIMD Vectorization
●

●

●

GeantV supported by two Intel Parallel Computing Center (IPCC) projects
○

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-parallel-computing-center-at-cern-european-organisation-for-nuclear-research

○

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-parallel-computing-center-sao-paulo-state-university

Concerns with portability led to the creation of VecCore
○

Compiler intrinsics vs libraries vs auto-vectorization

○

VecGeom + USolids (AIDA) created concepts of SIMD backends → VecCore

VecCore Backends
○

Vc, UME::SIMD, scalar (with support for CUDA)

●
●

Great performance in local benchmarks
Challenging to convert to overall gain

●
●

VecMath pRNGs and reproducibility
GPU prototype discontinued along the way
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Geant4 Microarchitecture Utilization Overview
CMS, 100 GeV protons, B = 4T, 32 threads (1 per physical core) on dual socket Xeon E5-2698 v3
27.8%

Front-End Bound
(instruction cache misses)

28.3%

Back-End Bound
(memory latency)

38.3%

Retiring
(useful work)

5.6%
Bad Speculation
(branch mispredictions)

memory latency
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Slide from “Geant4 Strategy for HL-LHC” (https://indico.cern.ch/event/754735)
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The GeantV Project: Lessons Learned

“It has been shown that the performance gain from the
vectorization of the individual software components is
largely lost in the process of reshuﬄing the particles for
the vector operations.” (from arXiv:2005.00949)
In other words, “premature optimization is the root of all
evil”, as well said by Donald Knuth.

source: arXiv:2005.00949
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Impact on code sustainability and maintainability
●

Focus on SIMD led to complex code, hard to maintain and debug
○

See, e.g. PlacedVolume.h, UnplacedVolumeImplHelper.h,
SpecializedPlacedVolImplHelper.h in VecGeom’s GitLab repository

●

SIMD+CUDA together required tons of #ifdefs, boilerplate code

●

ABI sensitivity as SIMD types percolated to public APIs

●

Complicated to support ROOT I/O due to SIMD types as data members

●

Scalar vs SIMD tradeoﬀs (i.e., early returns, masks) → poor performance
○

●

Even if speedup was there, grid was not ready for AVX2 or even SSE4.2
○

●

Checking for empty/full masks adds overhead without beneﬁt as SIMD width increases

See https://sft.its.cern.ch/jira/browse/SPI-1391

Focus on identiﬁcation of performance bottlenecks via proﬁling in the future
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Geant4 R&D taskforce
https://geant4.web.cern.ch/collaboration/task_force_rd
●

Improvement, optimization, modernization of Geant4
○
○

●

Development and integration of fast simulation techniques
○

●

Measure and identify resource bottlenecks
Work on optimization to mitigate the eﬀects
Standard and based on machine learning

Investigation of the potential use of accelerators
○
○
○
○
○

GPU-based simpliﬁed simulation prototypes
Prototype of particle transport using GPU vendor libraries
Top-down approach rather than bottom up
How to ﬁt simulation into GPU?
What can we learn from graphics community?
Flamegraph of CMS simulation in Geant4
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Use ray-tracing to learn how to deal with tracks
●

Ray tracing of GDML geometries using VecGeom’s CUDA enabled classes

●

Requires management of rays and navigation

●

Physics replaced with shading model

●

Some issues to be resolved
○

VecGeom code structure

○

CPU/GPU communication

○

GPU navigation

○

Can we use Nvidia OptiX™?

○

How to access GPU hardware ray tracing support?

GPU ray tracing of Track ML geometry using VecGeom
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CUDA and GPU Hardware Evolution
●

CUDA supported in cling!

●

CUDA C++ Standard Library in development
○

Port of LLVM’s libc++, open source

○

<atomic>, <type_traits>, more to come

●

Independent thread scheduling since Volta

●

CUDA graphs to launch groups of kernels

●

Cooperative thread groups

●

Hardware support for ray tracing

●

Big improvements expected with Ampere
○

Independent thread scheduling

CUDA Graphs
Cooperative thread groups

More info: https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/gtc
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Nvidia® OptiX™ and particle transport
●

Particle transport and ray tracing
are similar in many ways
○

●

●

ray → track, shading → physics

Major diﬀerences as well
○

Secondary particles

○

Electromagnetic ﬁelds

○

Neutral vs charged particles

https://doi.org/10.1145/2447976.2447997

Ray
Generation

Traversal &
Intersection

Shading

Opticks: optical photon transport in
Geant4 using Nvidia® OptiX™
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Nvidia® OptiX™ and particle transport
●

Particle transport and ray tracing
are similar in many ways
○

●
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○

Secondary particles

○
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HEP Event
Generation

Traversal &
Intersection

Physics
Processes

Opticks: optical photon transport in
Geant4 using Nvidia® OptiX™
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HPC and HEP Software
●
●
●

All top 500 systems use Linux
Accelerators are crucial to get HEP software running in HPCs
Summit and Sierra, #1 and #2 respectively on top 500 are not x86 systems
○

●

Both use IBM Power9 AC922 (22 cores/socket, 3.1GHz), Nvidia Volta GV100 GPUs

Fujitsu A64FX (64bit ARM) at the top of green 500 list
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Fujitsu A64FX
●

Speciﬁcally designed for HPC

●

No DRAM, 32GB memory on-chip
○

Very high memory bandwidth: 1024GB/s

○

Much lower memory latency than DRAM

●

ARM SVE (scalable vector ext.) SIMD

●

Contract between Fujitsu and Cray

●

Faster than Tesla V100 in Poisson equation benchmark
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Final thoughts
●

Maintainability > speciﬁc hardware support for long term sustainability
○

●

Importance of hardware portability
○
○

●

Both hardware and software evolving at a fast pace, need to keep up

Hardware evolution moving beyond Moore’s law to improve performance
○

●

Cannot ignore non-x86 architectures, may keep you out of top HPCs
Avoid in-house development by using libraries from industry, like TensorFlow

Accelerators in rapid ascension, need to re-think software
○

●

Unless proﬁling shows the code is core bound, should not focus on x86 SIMD support

Memory speed/bandwidth now key bottleneck in many workloads

Could hardware evolution save us again?
○
○

A64FX looks very promising for improving performance of Geant4 simulations without any
code changes necessary, due to the architectural innovations of the hardware
Zettascaler’s high-performance, low-power many-core microprocessors also interesting
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